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Abstract: Breast cancer is one of the most prevalent cancers in females, and 5%–7% of breast
cancer cases occur in women under 40 years of age. Breast cancer in the young has gained
increased attention with an attempt to improve diagnosis and prognosis. Young patients tend
to have different epidemiology, presenting with later stages and more aggressive phenotypes.
Diagnostic imaging is also more difficult in this age group. Multidisciplinary care generally
encompasses surgeons, medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, radiologists, and social
workers. Other special considerations include reconstruction options, fertility, genetics, and
psychosocial issues. These concerns enlarge the already diverse multidisciplinary team to
incorporate new expertise, such as reproductive specialists and genetic counselors. This review
encompasses an overview of the current multimodal treatment regimens and the unique challenges in treating this special population. Integration of diagnosis, treatment, and quality of
life issues should be addressed and understood by each member in the interdisciplinary team
in order to optimize outcomes.
Keywords: diagnosis, interdisciplinary, quality of life, treatment, premenopausal, fertility
preservation

Introduction
The care of young women with breast cancer has become a more recent focus with
improvements in diagnosis, treatment, and survivorship. This population, usually
defined as women diagnosed under the age of 40, requires individualized treatment
plans. Because of the inherently multimodal treatment plans, breast cancer has been
a model for multidisciplinary care planning, and typically involves surgeons, medical
oncologists, radiation oncologists, radiologists, pathologists, geneticists, social workers, and plastic surgeons. Given the differences in epidemiology and management
options, as well as the unique issues surrounding fertility, sexuality, and pregnancy,
the multidisciplinary approach to treatment for these women frequently may also
incorporate other areas of expertise.

Epidemiology
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Around 5%–7% of breast cancers are diagnosed in women younger than 40, making
it the most commonly diagnosed female cancer in the 25- to 39-year-old age group.1–3
Overall, the incidence of breast cancer remains the highest in the non-Hispanic white
population. When stratified by age, incidence rates are similar for non-Hispanic whites
and African Americans between the ages of 30 and 49 years. However, in patients
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younger than 40 years specifically, African American females
have the highest relative incidence of breast cancer.4,5
In comparison to the older population, breast cancer in
the young appears to have some marked differences. Young
women tend to present at more advanced stages and their
tumors tend to be higher grade, hormone receptor negative,
have increased HER2/Neu overexpression, and more lymphovascular invasion.2,6–9 A retrospective study of 700 breast
tumors by Anders et al demonstrated that women younger
than 45 years were less likely to have estrogen receptorpositive disease, and more likely to have grade 3 tumors,
nodal metastasis, and larger primary breast tumors.9 Multiple
studies demonstrated the overrepresentation of triple-negative
breast cancers (TNBC) in the young, particularly in African
American females.2,3,7
Similar to tumor biology and presentation, diagnosis at a
young age also impacts local recurrence and overall survival.
An analysis of two trial groups, European Organization for
Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) and National
Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP), indicated a higher risk of local recurrence in patients younger
than 35 years.2,10,11
Overall survival is also affected; some studies showed
higher mortality rates (up to 1.5-fold) for diagnosed women
younger than 40 years.1,12 A review of the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database (SEER) from 1998–2003
by Gnerlich et al indicated young patients with stage 1 or
2 breast cancer had a higher disease-specific mortality rate
when adjusted for other factors.8 It is unclear whether the
survival difference is due to the aggressive phenotype of these
tumors or more advanced stages at presentation.13,14
Breast cancer at a young age is associated with an
increased risk for contralateral breast cancer (CBC). 15,16
Overall, patients younger than 50 years have a risk of CBC
of 0.1% annually, or approximately 13% cumulative risk in
a 10-year period.17 Diagnosis before the age of 45 doubles
the risk of having a CBC.17 Radiation during the initial breast
cancer diagnosis and family history have been implicated
as risk factors for CBC in young patients.15 Given this
information, these patients should be followed closely with
contralateral breast imaging after breast cancer treatment,
despite their young age.

Diagnostic imaging
Although mammography has been the only imaging modality shown to decrease mortality in breast cancer, radiologic
imaging is difficult in the younger population.18,19 Usually, these patients present with breast symptoms. Routine
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mammographic screening is not recommended under the age
of 40 due to decreased mammographic sensitivity, generally a
result of breast density.19 Poor sensitivity may lead to missed
or misinterpreted lesions in women with dense breast tissue;
for these reasons, screening mammography is neither cost
effective nor beneficial in this population.19–22
Given the limitations of mammography in dense breast
tissue, ultrasound and breast-specific magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) are frequently used in the diagnostic
setting. Although screening is not recommended for
women at average risk prior to age 40, it is important to
note that annual breast MRI is currently recommended
for screening of unaffected women starting at age 30 if
they have a lifetime breast cancer risk at or exceeding
20%–25%. This is a fairly specific population, primarily
comprised of women with known or suspected deleterious genetic mutations associated with breast cancer, or
women previously treated with mantle radiation for the
treatment of lymphoma.23 Similar to ultrasound, MRI has
a high sensitivity, but low specificity for breast cancer,
which may lead to unnecessary biopsies. However, MRI
has still been shown to be more sensitive than mammogram in the dense breast population.24 It is important to
note that the American Cancer Society specifically does
not recommend the use of breast density alone to justify
MRI for screening purposes.

Surgical approach
The overall surgical approach to the young adult is similar
to the general breast cancer population; however, there are
unique considerations given the general good health and
potential longevity of these women, and early integration
of multiple providers can markedly impact surgical, oncologic, and cosmetic outcomes. In the nonmetastatic setting,
local–regional control of the breast still can be achieved
with partial mastectomy and radiation (breast conserving
therapy [BCT]) or mastectomy. This decision depends on
tumor burden, cosmetic outcome, previous radiation, patient
preference, and reconstructive options. Because most women
in this age group have few comorbidities and low surgical
risk, a discussion of breast reconstruction relative to the
oncologic surgical plan should be addressed early in the
treatment discussions.
In the general breast cancer population, the recurrence
rate and the disease-free survival rates are similar between
women receiving BCT or mastectomy.25,26 Overall, triple
negative breast cancers (TNBC) have higher local-regional
and distant recurrence rates compared to other subtypes of
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breast cancer. Two recent studies suggest that TNBC treated
with BCT have a decreased local-regional recurrence rate
compared to modified radical mastectomy without radiation, suggesting radiation may benefit in the local regional
control in TNBC.27,28 In very young patients (under 35 years
old), BCT has been shown to have higher recurrence rates
compared to older patients receiving BCT.26,29,30 Voogd et al
combined data from two large trials on early breast cancers
and demonstrated a ninefold increased local recurrence
risk after BCT in patients younger than 35 years compared
to those older than 65.26 This increased recurrence risk is
likely multifactorial and may be the result of tumor biology,
inability to obtain negative margins, or the presence of a large
intraductal component within the tumor. This conflicting
data should be considered carefully, especially when making
surgical recommendations for TNBC.29
In contrast to BCT, mastectomy encompasses a number
of similar procedures, all of which involve removal of the
mammary gland and vary by the removal of the overlying
skin and nipple–areolar complex. The operations range
from simple or total mastectomy (removal of the gland and
excess skin with the nipple), skin-sparing mastectomies
(leaving 90% of the overlying skin intact), to nipple and
areolar-sparing mastectomies (entire skin envelope and
nipple–areolar complexes preserved). The modified radical
mastectomy involves removal of the entire nipple, breast,
skin envelope, and the level I/II axillary lymph nodes. Skin
sparing mastectomies have been shown to have similar
overall survival rates to simple mastectomies in early-stage
breast cancer; most skin-sparing procedures are performed
with a plan for immediate or delayed-immediate breast
reconstruction.31,32 Of note, local recurrence rates are similar
between young and old patients undergoing mastectomy.26,29
The type of mastectomy chosen may be influenced by other
factors, such as radiation and reconstruction, and should be
discussed early in breast cancer care.
Independent of the surgical choice, axillary staging is
still required in these patients. These options do not differ
from those of the older population and include axillary
ultrasound with or without percutaneous biopsy of abnormal
findings, sentinel lymph node biopsy, or axillary lymph node
dissection. If axillary ultrasound with percutaneous biopsy
identifies nodal metastasis, the patient may forego sentinel
lymph node biopsy, saving both time and money.33–36 Of
note, lymphedema rates have been reported to be higher in
younger patients, the cause of which, whether from increased
baseline activity level or more aggressive radiation to nodal
basins, remains unclear.37
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In this young population, the role of contralateral prophylactic mastectomy is a frequent discussion. The overall
rates of contralateral prophylactic mastectomies (CPM)
are on the rise, especially in those who are of European
descent, have a family history of breast/ovarian cancer, or
plan to undergo immediate reconstruction.38–40 Symmetry
is often cited as a reason for CPM. CPM has been shown to
decrease the risk of a CBC, but multiple studies have failed
to demonstrate a survival benefit.41–44 A recent Cochrane
review by Lostumbo et al concluded that there is currently
insufficient evidence to support a survival advantage for
CPM.45 Only two publications have indicated a survival
benefit for CPM, and only for very select populations.
The first by Herrinton et al studied 1,072 patients who
underwent CPM, and found a lower breast cancerspecif ic mortality risk. 44 The second study is a univariate analysis of the SEER database of 8,902 patients
undergoing CPM, which found a disease-free and
overall survival advantage in the subset of early
stage, estrogen-receptor (ER) negative patients (under
50 years of age).46 However, these results have not been
replicated elsewhere. The majority of this information was
obtained in a retrospective fashion and extrapolated to calculate cancer risk, making interpretation of benefit difficult to
ascertain (Table 1). Given the lack of demonstrated oncologic
benefit, patients should be aware of the multiple alternatives
to mastectomy to achieve symmetry, including mastopexy,
reduction, or augmentation procedures as part of the informed
decision-making process.
The benefits to CPM are difficult to quantify, but several
associated risks have been identified. An analysis of the
American College of Surgeons National Surgery Quality
Improvement Program (NSQUIP) revealed patients who
had bilateral mastectomies had more postsurgical problems,
including wound and infectious complications, compared to
those undergoing unilateral mastectomy.47 In a retrospective
study of 600 patients, Miller et al supported that patients
electing to have CPM not only had more overall complications, but also more major complications requiring reoperation and rehospitalization.48 With mixed results regarding
CBC and the demonstrated increased risks of complications,
the decision for CPM is very subjective, and resides with the
patient and the surgical team on a case-by-case basis.
Along with the deliberation of CPM is the discussion
of breast reconstruction. Reconstructive procedures can be
limited by body habitus, postmastectomy radiation recommendations, and fertility decisions. Those patients interested
in future childbearing may not be candidates for autologous
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Table 1 Overview of contralateral prophylactic mastectomy trials and reviews: rates, risk reduction and overall survival
Study

Study type
and number of
subjects (n)

Results

Peralta
et al43

Retrospective Cohort
n=64

McDonnell
et al41

Retrospective
questionnaire
n=745
Retrospective Cohort
n=26
Retrospective Cohort
n=1,072
Retrospective Cohort
n=407

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Hartman
et al42
Herrinton
et al44
King et al38

Yi et al39

Retrospective Cohort
n=284

Stucky
et al40

Retrospective Cohort
n=1,391

Lostumbo
et al45
Bedrosian
et al46

Retrospective Review
n=7,384
Retrospective Cohort
n=8902

CPM decreased risk of CBC
CPM improved disease free survival at 15 years (55% versus 28%)
CPM did not significantly improve overall survival at 15 years (64% versus 48%)
CPM in women ,50 with person and family history of breast cancer had risk reduction of CBC 94%
CPM in women .50 with person and family history of breast cancer had risk reduction of CBC 96%

1. CPM in BRCA1/2 patients reduces risk of CBC by 89-100%
1. CPM offers a survival benefit (HR 0.57)
2. CPM decreases risk of CBC
1. CPM rates increasing
2. Independent risk factors for CPM: age ,50, family history of breast cancer, prior attempt at BCT,
immediate reconstruction
1. CPM rates increasing
2. Independent risk factors: white, age less than 50, invasive lobular carcinoma, clinical stage,
reconstruction, BRCA1/2
1. CPM rates increasing
2. Risk factors for CPM: younger age, family history, genetic testing, triple negative breast cancer,
axillary nodal metastasis
1. CPM showed an improved disease-free survival
2. CPM does not show a survival benefit
1. CPM showed an improved disease free survival (HR 0.63): Risk stratification shows results are from
early stage ER negative patients with lower disease specific mortality
2. CPM showed improved breast cancer survival at 5 year interval (88.5% vs 83.7%)

Abbreviations: BCT, breast conserving therapy; CBC, contralateral breast cancer; CPM, contralateral prophylactic mastectomies; ER, estrogen receptor; HR, hazard
ratio.

abdominal reconstruction, particularly transverse rectus myocutaneous flap. However, other autologous flap reconstructions, such as the deep inferior epigastric perforator flap, may
be considered. Several deep inferior epigastric perforator flap
patients have been reported to have uncomplicated pregnancies.49 Other options include latissimus dorsi flaps or tissue
expander/implant reconstruction alone.
Breast reconstruction can be performed in an immediate (at the same time as the mastectomy) or delayed fashion
(several weeks or more after the initial cancer operation) and
the decision is often dependent on postmastectomy radiation
recommendations. A meta-analysis of breast reconstruction
and radiotherapy by Barry and Kell suggested that previously
radiated tissues have more complications, poorer cosmetic
outcomes, and decreased patient satisfaction.50 For patients
recommended to undergo postmastectomy radiation, reconstruction is generally deferred until well after the completion
of both chemotherapy and radiation therapy.50

Adjuvant therapy
Young age is considered an independent risk factor for recurrence and the use of multiple adjuvant therapies is frequently
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recommended, varying from chemotherapy, antiestrogen
therapy, ovarian suppression, or a combination of them.
However, these modalities are not without significant longterm medical risks.
Chemotherapeutic regimens are not adjusted for the
premenopausal population, but the absence of severe
comorbidities and long-term risk of recurrence in the young
is heavily weighted in the decision to recommend systemic
therapy. Tumor markers, disease stage, and predictive tumor
tests, such as Oncotype DX or MammaPrint, are routinely
incorporated into the systemic therapy discussion.51,52
Chemotherapy has been shown to decrease recurrence
risk by 35% and mortality risk by 27% in patients under
50 years of age.53 Furthermore, young patients who did
not receive chemotherapy had a higher mortality rate
compared to an older population, whereas survival rates
were similar in both the young and old who received
chemotherapy.14 One meta-analysis of eight German studies
demonstrated that patients younger than 35 years old had
a higher rate of complete pathologic responses; however,
this finding appears to be closely related to hormone
receptor status.54
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While primarily comparing the efficacy of three chemotherapy regimens, the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast
and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-30 trial had a secondary
aim to evaluate chemotherapy-induced amenorrhea (CIA)
and survival in premenopausal patients and found improved
survival in patients who achieved CIA.11 CIA for 6 months or
longer confers better prognosis, improving both disease-free
survival and overall survival, despite hormone receptor
status.55,56 CIA is proportional to age, meaning younger
patients are less likely to be amenorrheic as a result of their
treatment.57 As a result, recently updated American Society
of Clinical Oncology guidelines recommend that young
patients be evaluated for fertility preservation referral prior
to starting therapy.58
The ovarian suppression caused by systemic therapy
likely has an impact on disease-free breast cancer survival
in the premenopausal population. In addition to the ovarian
suppression induced by chemotherapy, selective estrogen
receptor modulators, such as Tamoxifen, are the current
standard for adjuvant hormonal therapy in the premenopausal population, with significant effects on disease-free
survival. Patients with hormone receptor positivity are
treated with Tamoxifen for 5 years due to the 54% reduction in recurrence risk. 59 Aromatase inhibitors are not
recommended in premenopausal women even after CIA
since the negative estrogen feedback to the hypothalamus
may cause ovarian stimulation and subsequent ovarian
recovery. Ovarian function monitoring via serum estradiol
and gonadotropin levels may be unreliable in this patient
population.58
Another hormonal option is ovarian suppression/ablation.
Medical therapy is generally the initial approach, but consideration is given to bilateral oophorectomy. The Early Breast
Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group demonstrated that
ovarian ablation decreased both breast cancer recurrence
and mortality risk.60 One study by Klijn et al demonstrated
a survival benefit of a luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist in combination with Tamoxifen over
Tamoxifen alone.61 Several studies demonstrate LHRHagonist therapy is as effective as chemotherapy in hormone
receptor positive-patients.57,62–65 The Austrian Breast Cancer
Study Group (ABCSG) 5 showed ovarian suppression with
goserelin in combination with tamoxifen had similar 7-year
overall and disease-free survival to chemotherapy; it was also
better tolerated.66 The subsequent ABCSG 12 suggests that an
aromatase inhibitor with an LHRH agonist (goserelin) is not
inferior to the combination of tamoxifen and LHRH agonist.67
A large meta-analysis of 16 studies suggested LHRH agonist in
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combination with tamoxifen and with or without chemotherapy
increases disease-free and overall survival in premenopausal
patients with early breast cancer.67 The current Suppression
of Ovarian Function Trial is a prospective randomized control
trial investigating Tamoxifen versus ovarian suppression plus
Tamoxifen in patients who remain premenopausal after chemotherapy, but these results were recently presented nationally
(Table 2).68 With some studies suggesting improved survival
with ovarian suppression combined with selective estrogen
receptor modulators, as well as a benefit when combined with
chemotherapy, ovarian suppression may become a routine
adjuvant therapy for breast cancer in the young.
Adjuvant whole breast irradiation after breast conservation surgery is the standard for all patients; however, the use
of postmastectomy radiation is a growing area of controversy,
particularly in the young breast cancer population. Multiple
studies demonstrate the benefit of postmastectomy radiation
in patients with tumors over 5 cm in diameter, pathologic
N2/N3 disease, extracapsular extension of lymph nodes,
and skin or chest wall involvement.70 The Danish Breast
Cancer Cooperative Group studied 1,708 stage II or III
premenopausal patients comparing local-regional recurrence, distant metastasis, disease-free survival, and overall
survival. They found postmastectomy radiation decreased
local-regional recurrence and improved survival.71 The
recent National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
guidelines published in 2013 recommend strongly considering postmastectomy radiation in patients with N1 disease
(1–3 positive lymph nodes), but treatment for this population
ultimately is at the discretion of the radiation oncologist.72
Two randomized controlled studies showed improved localregional control and overall survival in early-stage premenopausal breast cancer patients who received postmastectomy
radiation.70,71
With this recent data, women younger than 40 are more
likely to receive postmastectomy radiation regardless of
clinical indication than their older counterparts.73 A recent
retrospective study of 588 patients under 35 years of age
treated with postmastectomy radiation demonstrated a significant reduction in local-regional recurrence without any
effect on contralateral occurrence, distant recurrence rates,
or overall survival after mean follow up of 8.6 years.74 This
information may lead radiation oncologists to provide postmastectomy radiation to younger patients, which will affect
reconstruction as well as CPM decisions; thus, this should be
discussed early and in conjunction with reconstructive and
surgical oncology providers to optimize treatment delivery
while minimizing risk.
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Table 2 Overview of ovarian suppression and premature ovarian failure trials
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Ovarian
suppression
trials

Premature
ovarian
failure
trials

Trial

Number of
subjects

Treatment

Results

Early Breast
Cancer Trialists’
Collaborative Group53
Klijn et al61

n=37,000

Ovarian ablation/suppression
(OA/S) versus control

1. Disease free survival OA/S 45% vs 39%
2. Overall Survival OA/S 52% vs 46%

n=507

Austrian Breast
Cancer Study
Group 566

n=1,034

1. LHRH agonist
2. LHRH agonist with Tamoxifen
1. LHRH agonist and Tamoxifen
2. Chemotherapy (Fluorouracil,
Epirubicin, Cyclophosphamide

Cuzick et al68

n=11,906

1. LHRH agonist
2. LHRH agonist and Tamoxifen
3. Tamoxifen
4. LHRH agonist with
chemotherapy (+Tamoxifen)

Austrian Breast
Cancer Study
Group 1267

n=1803

1. Goserelin and Tamoxifen
2. Goserelin and Anastrozole
4. Goserelin and Tamoxifen
with zoledronic acid
5. Goserelin and Anastrozole
with zoledronic acid

Overall survival improved with
combination (HR 0.78)
1. Disease free survival: no difference
between the groups (76% vs 72%)
2. Overall Survival: no difference
between the groups (91% vs 88%)
1. Disease free survival improved with
LHRH agonist with chemotherapy with
or without Tamoxifen (HR 0.88)
2. Overall Survival after recurrence
improved with LHRH agonist with
chemotherapy with or without
Tamoxifen (HR 0.85)
3. Disease free survival: no difference
between the groups (92.8% vs 92%)
4. Overall Survival was worse with
anastrazole (HR 1.75)

Suppression of
Ovarian Function
with Triptorlein
(SOFT) Trial69

In progress

1. Tamoxifen
2. Tamoxifen and ovarian
function suppresion (OFS)
3. Exemestane and OFS (OFS
by GrRH agonist-triptorelin,
oophrectomy or irridaiation)

Pending

Tamoxifen and
Exemestrane Trial
(TEXT)69
Del Mastro91

In progress

1. OFS and Tamoxifen
2. OFS and Exemestrane

Pending

n=133

1. Triptorelin
2. No triptorelin

Triptorelin decrases rate of early
menopause (8.9% vs 25.9%)

Zoladex Rescue of
Ovarian Function92
Prevention of Early
Menopause (POEM)90

n=60

1.
2.
1.
2.

No difference in return of menses (70%
vs 56.7%)
1. Decreased premature ovarian failure
with goserelin (22% vs 8%)
2. Increased pregnancies (22 vs 13)
3. Disease free survival in ER negative
premenopausal patients improved
4. Overall survival ER negative
premenopausal patients improved

n = 218

Goserelin
No goserelin
Goserelin
No goserelin

Abbreviations: ER, estrogen receptor; GrRH, gonadotropin releasing hormone; HR, hazard ratio; LHRH, luteinizing hormone releasing hormone; OA/S, ovarian ablation/
suppression; OFS, ovarian function suppression.

Special considerations
Multidisciplinary breast cancer treatment in the young
woman may incorporate a different variety of disciplines
than the typical breast cancer patient. Consideration should
be given to genetic susceptibility, fertility and family
planning, and body image/psychosocial issues. These
add the specialties of genetics, obstetrics/gynecology,
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psychology, psychiatry, and social work to the multidisciplinary team.
Hereditary breast cancer accounts for less than 10% of all
breast cancers, however, current NCCN guidelines state any
patient younger than 50 years old and any patient with TNBC
should be referred for genetic counseling.3,75 A breast cancer
patient younger than 35 years of age has a 9.4% chance of
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having a gene mutation, more than ten times the probability
found in the general population.76 Identification of a deleterious
genetic mutation can impact screening, treatment, and lifestyle choices of the patient as well as other family members.
Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry or a family history of breast or
ovarian cancer increases the chances of having a genetic
mutation.76
BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutations comprise 66%–75%
of all inherited breast cancer cases.7 These mutations increase
the relative risk of breast cancer tenfold. BRCA1-associated
breast cancer is more likely to involve higher-grade tumors,
basal-like subtypes, and TNBC.76 Patients between the
ages of 30 and 34 with ER-negative high-grade tumors
had a 26%–28% chance of having a deleterious BRCA1
mutation.78,79 BRCA2-associated breast cancers have similar
phenotypes to sporadic breast cancers and are more likely
to be hormone positive and luminal subtypes.80–82 BRCA1/2
patients have a 50% probability of developing CBC and a
lifetime risk of 20%–50% of ovarian cancer.80–82 Ovarian
cancer screening requires ultrasound and CA-125 serum
blood levels, but these have poor sensitivity.83 Bilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy decreases the risk of ovarian cancer by 80%–96% as well as decreases the risk for a second
breast cancer; however, this risk-reducing approach is recommended after child bearing has been completed.82 Bilateral
risk-reducing mastectomy is offered as an alternative to
screening regimens.
In addition to BRCA, other genes have been associated with an increased risk for breast cancer including p53,
PTEN, and Lynch syndromes. Less than 1% of hereditary
breast cancers are caused by Li–Fraumeni syndrome (LFS)
and Cowden’s disease. LFS is an autosomal dominant condition, resulting from a mutation in the p53 gene, causing
breast cancer (most frequently), leukemia, sarcomas, and
adrenal tumors. LFS-associated breast cancer is identified
before the age of 30 in one-third of the cases, and is frequently HER2/Neu positive.84 LFS may affect breast cancer
treatment, as radiation may significantly increase the risk
of a second malignancy, and thereby eliminate BCT as an
option. Cowden’s disease, caused by a PTEN mutation, is
rare condition associated with tumors of the skin, thyroid,
and endometrium in addition to breast cancer.85
Another special consideration in the young breast cancer
population is family planning. Infertility after chemotherapy is
related to the patient’s age, the drug regimen, and the duration
of treatment.86,87 Currently, the American Society of Clinical
Oncology guidelines recommend early discussion of possible
infertility as a result of breast cancer treatment with referral to
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reproductive specialists for those patients interested in fertility
preservation.88 A retrospective study showed that most breast
cancer patients less than 40 years old were concerned about
infertility.89 Therefore, fertility preservation options should be
discussed prior to starting any systemic therapy.
Fertility preservation options include embryo cryopreservation, oocyte cryopreservation, and ovarian preservation
with luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) agonists. Embryo cryopreservation is the most effective, with
live birth rates around 33% in patients less than 35 years
old, 30% in patients 35–37 years old, and 25% in patients
38–40 years old.7 Ovarian preservation with LHRH agonists
is the only option that does not require in vitro fertilization.
It suppresses gonadotropins and halts follicular development. Studies currently have mixed results (Table 2), but a
study by Del Mastro et al showed decreased rates of early
menopause after chemotherapy and LHRH agonist combined
compared to chemotherapy alone.90–92 No overall increase of
recurrence has been shown following fertility treatments.58
Breast cancer should not prevent child bearing for those who
wish to have a family, but early discussion regarding fertility
options should be performed.
Fertility assessment is only the first of the fertility concerns;
the second is pregnancy after breast cancer. Pregnancy is advised
to be delayed until 9 months after any radiation treatment.1 In
addition, Tamoxifen is teratogenic; patients are advised to
have definitive contraception plans while on treatment. Most
women are counseled to wait 2 years prior to becoming pregnant, but there is a paucity of data on this subject.93 Multiple
studies indicate that pregnancy after breast cancer does not
increase recurrence or mortality risk.94–98 Although some small
retrospective studies suggest pregnancy after breast cancer is
associated with improved survival, this likely reflects a selection
bias, as healthier patients are more likely to pursue childbearing
and become pregnant.14,58 Rarely, patients are diagnosed with
pregnancy-associated breast cancer, affecting 1.3 per 10,000
births.1 Studies suggest that breast cancer diagnosed during
pregnancy has a worse prognosis, as pregnant breast cancer
patients present with larger tumors, more advanced disease, and
higher receptor negativity; however, when matched for stage,
pregnancy does not adversely affect survival.99 These patients
are best served by a closely integrated care team encompassing surgeons, medical oncologists, obstetrics, maternal fetal
medicine, and social work.1
A new breast cancer diagnosis can cause distress in any new
patient, but younger patients experience more physiological
and emotional distress and decreased energy levels after their
treatment compared to the general breast cancer population.100
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Concerns about fertility, employment, child care, body image,
and sexuality contribute to emotional distress in this population. African Americans, married patients, or those who have
a stable partner were found to have less emotional distress.
Sexual dysfunction, particularly vaginal dryness, is also a
concern.101 A retrospective study of 500 breast cancer patients
demonstrated that social and emotional function after 6 years
was inversely proportional to age at diagnosis.102 An Australian
study of 700 patients under 60 years old indicated more anxiety
about recurrence was associated with younger age, although
no significant association was found between recurrence and
psychosocial factors.103
In particular, surgical choices impact emotional status
and quality of life. Mastectomy appeared to have a greater
effect on quality of life.104 Mastectomy patients reported
poorer body image and overall well-being than those electing
BCT.105 One study prospectively studied the psychological
effects of 142 patients undergoing mastectomy or BCT and
found patients undergoing mastectomy to feel less in control
of their lives and sexual relations, and two studies suggested
that patients who underwent mastectomy as well as those who
had CPM reported more sexual dysfunction, particularly after
immediate CPM.103,104 Patients with CPM also were found
to have poorer body image related to feeling self-conscious
and having dissatisfaction from scars.104 In the overall breast
cancer population, patients with BCT reported better body
image, more physical functioning, and higher sexual activity
after 5 years.106 Preoperatively, patients tend to underestimate
quality of life after mastectomy with or without reconstruction and BCT, while overestimating the stigma of the same
operations.107 As a result, attempts to predict postoperative
quality of life are being made to help patients better understand surgical options and the impact on their lifestyle.108

Conclusion
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in the
United States. As the most commonly diagnosed cancer in
women between the ages of 25 and 39, breast cancer treatment
in this age population requires special consideration and is not
uncommon. Although surgical and medical options available
to young patients are very similar to those for the general
breast cancer population, other factors play a role in the overall
care of these patients, and treatment plans may differ significantly due to age-related concerns. Hereditary breast cancer
and other risk factors may predispose these women to other
cancers and markedly affect treatment options. In addition,
concerns about family members and family planning require
the integration of additional subspecialties to breast cancer
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management, such as genetic counselors and reproductive
specialists. The young adult population is a unique and complex breast cancer population, mandating a multidisciplinary
approach with a variety of providers in order to optimize
the comprehensive care available to this young population.
Given the complexity and integrated nature of the treatment
planning, an early multidisciplinary approach significantly
improves the delivery of all modalities of care to optimize
surgical, oncologic, and survivorship outcomes.
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